Crossroads Decision®
Critical Thinking Program for At Risk Youth

The Leeward Team Executive Summary
Company Profile
Founded in 2010, The Leeward Team is an Organizational Change Management (OCM) consulting firm comprised of highly
qualified consultants, focusing on public sector and private clients around the globe. Our expertise is driven by core
competencies in human behavior modification.
In 2014, Julyan Lee, Founder and President, developed a program called Crossroads Decision® to help young adults modify
their behavior to become better problem solvers and decision-makers. The Program offers a structured approach to assess
current capabilities and introduce new skills that changes the way young adults think. Each participant gets a
individualized action plans to build ownership and commitment with mechanisms in place to sustain desired behavior
through effective follow up and evaluation.

Crossroads Decision® Mission Statement
To elevate the lives of every young person we encounter through the thoughtful and professional execution of our
Crossroads Decision® Critical Thinking program. Our goal is to inspire “at risk” youth to believe in their ability to think and
behave in a manner that transforms their current situation and predictable outcomes. We do this the only way we know
how; through candor, sincerity, respect, and integrity.

Crossroads Decision® Introduction
What is Crossroads Decision?

Program Learning Objectives

Crossroads Decision® is a powerful tool that
To elevate young adults to become masters in using The
helps young adults look at important decisions
Six Thinking Hats® enabling them to:
from a number of different perspectives. It helps
• Uncover hidden opportunities in “problems”
them make better decisions by forcing them to
• Thoroughly judge a situation
move outside habitual ways of thinking. As such,
• Quickly and accurately weigh risks against rewards
it helps them understand the full complexity of
• Be a visionary
the decision, and spot issues and opportunities to • Remove obstacles with simple solutions
which they might otherwise be blind.
• Use “what-if” thinking to avoid costly mistakes
• Assess all angles of the big picture before making a
It’s a training program chalked full of expert
decision
facilitation and hands-on experiential exercises
• Reach optimal solutions more quickly than ever before
which allows for effective learning and retention
• Consistently “make the right call”
to occur.
• Be a strong and confident decision-maker
It uses The Six Thinking Hats® as the
foundation to enhance thinking skills and modify
behavior.

What are the Six Thinking Hats®?
Each “hat” represents a different mode of thinking. People learn to switch modes as easily as putting on or taking off a hat!

Blue Hat
Managing the
Thinking Process

White Hat
Information
Available and/or
Needed

Red Hat
Intuition and Gut
Feelings

Yellow Hat
Feasibility and
Value

Black Hat
Risk, Difficulties
and Weaknesses

Green Hat
Alternatives and
Creative Ideas

Crossroads Decision® Testimonials
“The Leeward Team led ASU freshmen football players through a powerful decision-making training. The day far exceeded my expectations. Powerful
work men!”
– Jean Boyd, Senior Associate Director for Student Development, Arizona State University Phoenix , AZ
”Prior to my daughter’s participation in the Crossroads Decision workshop, her critical thinking capabilities were nonexistent. So much so that my wife
and I were contemplating not allowing her to go to college after she graduated. We felt that she was ill prepared to handle the many challenges and tough
decisions most college freshmen are surely to face. Now that she has experienced Crossroads Decision, we feel she has a solid foundation and a
framework to be better prepared for college life. She has internalized this process and demonstrates on a regular basis the ability to analyze, evaluate,
problem solve, and make sound decisions. This workshop transformed our daughter!"
– Kurt Patterson, Parent of Crossroads Decision Workshop Participant, Atlanta, GA
"I feel the Crossroads Decision workshop has given our young ladies a process for which they can quickly disseminate information and make solid good
decisions based on facts, consequences and feelings. I watched them transform right before my eyes. They learned and were able to apply this process on
the spot. I will challenge each one of these young ladies to become Crossroads Decision Ambassadors and to openly share what they experienced today
with their Peak sisters."
– Bruce Price, Founder/President of Peak Performance Basketball, Atlanta, GA
"The Crossroads Decision workshop has opened my eyes to different ways of thinking. If I am ever confronted with peer pressure, I will just pull out my
Six Thinking Hats card to help me make the right decision.”
– Crossroads Decision Workshop Participants, Atlanta, GA
"This workshop helped me recognize the “Hats” I use on a daily basis but more importantly the ones I don’t use enough in my decision-making."
– Crossroads Decision Workshop Participants, Atlanta, GA

Crossroads Decision® Phased Delivery Approach
This approach outlines the Leeward Team’s structured methodology to improve
critical thinking skills for student athletes and at risk youth.

Initiate

Evaluate

Execute

Sustain

Launch the
program based
on agreed upon
scope and
expected results

Assess the
strengths and
weaknesses of
each participant

Conduct fit-forpurpose training
based on agreed
upon scope and
expected results

Execute the
process to ensure
accountability
commitment and
lasting behavior
changes

• Align on Goals and
Objectives
• Validate Critical
Thinking
Assessment Process
• Conduct Kickoff and
Awareness
Campaign

• Conduct Critical Thinking
Assessment
• Conduct Gap Analysis
• Create Profiles
• Develop Summary Report
• Share Individual Results
with Participants

• Customize Training
Plan
• Conduct Six Thinking
Hats® Training
• Review Individual
Commitment Plans

• Establish Accountability Model
• Conduct Weekly (12)
Checkpoints (Behavior-based
Analysis Form)
• Prescribe Interventions as
needed
• Reassess (3 months Post
Training)

Assessment, Action and Monitoring

Sample Training Agenda
Time

Activity

7:30 AM to 8:00 AM

Breakfast

8:00 AM to 8:30 AM

Welcome, Introductions and Learning Objectives

8:30 AM to 8:40 AM

How We Think Today – Skit

8:40 AM to 9:00 AM

How Critical is Critical Thinking?

9:00 AM to 9:30 AM

Introducing the Hats

9:30 AM to 9:50 AM

Feedback and Break

9:50 AM to 11:00 AM

Experiencing the Hats

11:00 AM to 11:45 PM

Lunch

11: 45 AM to 12:30 PM

Sampling the Hats

12:30 PM to 1:30 PM

Team Breakouts and Presentations

1:30 PM to 1:40 PM

Group Discussion

1:40 PM to 2:00PM

Next Steps, Questions, Answers, Feedback, Adjourn

Crossroads Decision® Training In Action

https://youtu.be/sCK4WstdddE

Summary
It is worth restating the benefits the youth that participate in this program will receive. Through our passion
and drive to change the lives of at risk youth, we will teach each participant to move outside their own habitual
ways of making choices, and to better understand the outcomes prior to their decisions, instead of simply
dealing with the consequences after poor decisions are made.

Program participants will become masters in using The Six Thinking Hats® enabling them to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uncover hidden opportunities in “problems”
Thoroughly judge a situation
Quickly and accurately weigh risks against rewards
Be a visionary
Remove obstacles with simple solutions
Use “what-if” thinking to avoid costly mistakes
Assess all angles of the big picture before making a decision
Reach optimal solutions more quickly than ever before
Consistently “make the right call”
Be a strong and confident decision-maker

Questions and Answers

